It’s not just moving in.
It’s moving forward.

**MISSION**

Humble Design serves people emerging from homelessness by transforming their empty houses into warm, welcoming, beautifully-furnished homes. Using donated furniture and household goods, our professional designers personalize homes based on our clients’ unique needs and preferences.

Humble homes provide our clients with sanctuary, stability, and hope; they are a critical element in ending the cycle of homelessness.

**THE OPPORTUNITY**

YOU can be an exclusive DAY OF JOY sponsor for a family or veteran leaving homelessness.

- $5K single-event sponsorship investment
- 5-7* hour time commitment
- 6-8* sponsor team members assist Team Humble with furnishing a home

**DAY OF JOY TIMELINE**

9:00 am: Setting the Stage
- Meet at Humble Warehouse in Logan Heights
- Participate in Humble orientation to learn about the family you will be helping and review the logistics of the day
- Caravan to the home of the family you’ll be serving

10:00 am - 2:30 pm: Furnish and Decorate
- Our professional designers will guide your team through the Humble process, from unloading the truck to hanging up the finishing decor touches - and everything in between!
- Day of Joy sponsors provide lunch; Humble will provide water, tools, and endless gratitude

2:30 pm: THE BIG REVEAL!
- Witness and share a family’s joy as they arrive for the first walkthrough of their new home
- Take a group photo of your team with the family

3:00 - 3:30 pm: Humble Debrief and Departure

* Duration of project, number of volunteers, and timeline for the day are approximate; each project varies based on the size of the home

www.humbledesign.org/sandiego
IG + FB: @humbledesignsandiego
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